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Follow other 
users

Setting up your Dashboard

Follow 
Initiatives

Select “See All People” Tap “Follow” on appropriate users It should look like this:

Tap “Initiatives” Find the initiative, tap the name
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Send a  
Message

Your	   dashboard	   is	   the	   nucleus	   of	   your	   Callibrain	   experience.	   The	  Dashboard	   is	  where	   you	  
find	  the	  items	  and	  people	  that	  you	  interact	  with	  daily.	  Se=ng	  up	  your	  dashboard	  to	  include	  
your	  favorite	  items	  is	  essen@al.	  Also,	  interac@ng	  with	  people	  is	  essen@al.	  Sending	  messages	  
is	  a	  key	  to	  your	  daily	  interac@ons.	  This	  cheat	  sheet	  will	  guide	  you	  in	  both	  these	  areas.

Tap “Follow”

Follow  
Metrics

Tap “Metrics” Find the metric, tap the name Tap “Follow”

Follow  
Topic Tags

Tap “Topics” Find the tag, select it

Type your messageFind a person, tap the icon Now view your thread

Tap “Follow”



Frequently Asked Questions:!!
Is there a limit to how many users or items I can follow? !
No, but we suggest not saturating your dashboard with users and items you don’t interact with 
daily. Keeping your follow number at a measurable level helps you to navigate quickly to the 
people and things you need to see. !!
Are users filtered by spaces too? !
Yes, users, like items, are filtered depending on which space is active. !!
Can I follow a topic? !
Topics are not followable individually. Instead, you can follow tags which will contain multiple 
topics. This allows you to see similar topics assuming the creators tagged them properly.!!
Can I change the colors of the tag folders I follow? !
Currently Callibrain creates those colors automatically, but that could be a feature added in the 
future!!!
I don’t want to see all the featured items. Is there a way for me to deactivate this section 
of my dashboard? !
Currently there is no way to deactivate the featured section of the dashboard. These are items 
the creator of the space deems very important and thinks everyone should see them.!!
Is it hard to unfollow items or users? !
Not at all. Just navigate to the user/item details and tap the “Following” button. It will unfollow 
the user or item. !!
If I tap the message icon of a user I follow, can I add other users to that message as well? !
Sure! Once you tap the message icon and the dialog comes up, just type in the other user(s) 
name(s) you want to add to the conversation.!!!!


